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In this article, the following results are shown: 1. For succinctly
encoded problems s(A), completeness under polynomial time reductions
is equivalent to completeness under projection reductions, an extremely
weak reduction defined by a quantifier-free projective formula. 2. The
succinct version s(A) of a computational problem A is complete under
projection reductions for the class of problems characterizable with leaf
language A, but not complete under monotone projections. 3. A strong
conversion lemma: If A is reducible to B in polylogarithmic time, then the
succinct version of A is monotone projection reducible to the succinct
version of B. This result strengthens previous results by Papadimitriou and
Yannakakis, and Balca zar and Lozano. It allows iterated application for
multiple succinct problems. 4. For all syntactic complexity classes there
exist complete problems under monotone projection reductions. This
positively answers a question by Stewart for a large number of complexity
classes. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Projection Reductions
Descriptive complexity theory identifies computational problems with sets of
finite structures and reductions with logical interpretations.
In a seminal paper to the field, Immerman (1987) introduced projection reductions.
A projection reduction is a quantifier-free logical interpretation using equality and
successor relations, i.e., a mapping between structures, where each tuple in the
output structure depends on only one tuple in the input structure. A projection
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reduction is monotone if all occurrences of input tuples in the quantifier-free formula
are positive. Projection reductions are a weak subcase of Valiant’s projections
(1982) as well as of first order projection reductions (Allender et al., 1993) and
POLYLOGTIME reductions. Using slightly different definitions, quantifier-free
reductions have been introduced before in (Lova sz and Ga cs, 1977) and (Dahlhaus,
1984).
Stewart has proved a long list of completeness results under projection reductions
for NP and other classes, in particular in (Stewart, 1991; Stewart, 1992; Stewart,
1993a; Stewart, 1993b; Stewart, 1994). The latter paper outlines his method for
obtaining completeness and capturing proofs. Further completeness results for
projection reductions and first order projections were obtained in (Immerman and
Landau, 1995). In (Stewart, 1994; Lautemann et al., 1996), several problems are
shown to be complete under monotone projection reductions for monotone NP and
monotone P. However, for other, more natural complexity classes (such as syntactic
complexity classes defined in Subsection 1.3) they do not present problems
complete under monotone projection reductions.
1.2. Succinct Problems
The succinctness of the representation of a computational problem A is well
known to have a strong impact on the computational complexity of A.
Motivated by the need to represent very large graphs in fields like architectural
design and VLSI, Galperin and Wigderson (1983) investigated graph problems
whose instances are not given in the usual format, but rather encoded by boolean
circuits. In general, the succinct version s(A) of a problem A is the class of boolean
circuits that describes true instances of A. Galperin and Wigderson showed that
such a succinct representation of a problem can be exponentially harder. Independ-
ently, Kowaluk, Karpinski, Lengauer, and Wagner (Lengauer, 1982; Wagner, 1986;
Karpinski and Wagner, 1988; Kowaluk and Wagner, 1992; Lengauer and Wagner,
1992) also have investigated different models of succinct representation, in
particular hierarchical graphs and integer expressions. Papadimitriou and
Yannakakis (1985) and Balca zar, Lozano, and Tora n (Lozano and Balca zar, 1989,
Balca zar et al., 1992) developed a general upgrading theorem deriving completeness
of the succinct problem under polynomial time reductions from completeness under
DLOGTIME reductions of the normally represented problem. In (Eiter et al., 1994,
Veith, 1994) the assumption was relaxed to POLYLOGTIME reducibility; in contrast
to DLOGTIME reducibility, POLYLOGTIME reducibility is easily seen to be
transitive.
The crucial step to prove completeness results in this style is to prove the following
conversion lemma. We state it in its strongest form, due to (Papadimitriou and
Yannakakis, 1985; Lozano and Balca zar, 1989; Balca zar et al., 1992; Eiter et al.,
1994; Veith, 1994):
Conversion Lemma. If A POLYLOGTIME B then s(A) PTIME s(B).
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The conversion lemma was exploited in (Eiter et al., 1994; Gottlob et al., 1995)
for proving expression complexity (Vardi, 1982) of database query languages and
logics such as Henkin logic known from finite model theory.
The main drawback of the Conversion Lemma is that PTIME reductions are not
subsumed by POLYLOGTIME reductions, hence there is no easy means for
iterating the completeness upgrade technique up to higher complexity classes and
multiple succinct problems of the form sk(A). For example, s2(A) is the class of
circuits C which encode circuits which in turn encode true instances of A. Thus,
multiple succinct problems lead us to understand stronger notions of succinctness
than introduced in (Galperin and Wigderson, 1983).
Our first result shows that despite the PTIME-completeness of circuit evaluation,
the PTIME reduction in the conversion lemma can be strengthened to quantifier-
free projections, i.e., to a reducibility below POLYLOGTIME.
Iterated Conversion Lemma (Lemma 5). If A POLYLOGTIME B, then for all
k1, sk(A) monotoneprojection s
k(B).
This result is achieved by employing self-delimiting strings for the succinct encoding
and translating the concepts of the previous papers into the language of descriptive
complexity theory.
For a complexity class C, the class long(C) (Balca zar et al., 1992) is the class of
problems in C with exponentially blown up instance sizes, and thus long(C) is a
complexity class exponentially easier than C. Let longk denote k-fold application of
long. We then establish the following theorem:
Iterated Upgrading Theorem (Theorem 2). Let C1 and C2 be complexity
classes, s.t. longk(C1)C2 , and k1. If B is C2 -hard under POLYLOGTIME-
reductions then sk(B) is C1 -hard under projection reductions.
Since it is known from (Allender et al., 1993) that even first order projection
reductions are a strict subclass of first order reductions, and thus of PTIME reduc-
tions, we conclude that Theorem 2 provably strengthens the former results.
Example. To illustrate the power of this theorem, consider the graph
reachability problem GAP which is LOGSPACE complete under projection reduc-
tions by (Immerman, 1987). Since projection reductions are subsumed by
POLYLOGTIME reductions, we conclude that s(GAP) and s2(GAP) are complete
for PSPACE and EXPSPACE under projection reductions, respectively.
Note that it may happen that s(A) is complete under projection reductions, yet
A is complete only under POLYLOGTIME reductions.
For complexity classes defined in terms of space and time bounds, the above
results are usually sufficient to settle the complexity of succinct problems. For other
classes, like for the class of regular languages, the dot depth hierarchy (Brzozowski
and Knast, 1978) or logically defined classes, determining the complexity is not
immediate. To this end, we use the finer grained concept of leaf languages.
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1.3. Leaf Languages
Leaf languages were introduced in (Bovet et al., 1992; Bovet et al., 1995) and
independently in (Vereshchagin, 1993; Vereshchagin, 1994) as an approach to
define many complexity classes in a systematic framework which facilitates the
separation of relativized complexity classes.
The basic idea is that the acceptance criterion of a nondeterministic polynomial
time Turing machine M is set up in the following way: The leaves of the computation
tree of the Turing machine are supposed to carry symbols 1, 0 corresponding to
accepting and rejecting states. For an input w, the pattern lM(w) obtained from
concatenating those symbols (the so called leaf string) is matched against two sets
of strings, one for acceptance and one for rejection. A leaf language is a set of leaf
strings. The classes for which the leaf languages for acceptance and rejection are
complementary were termed syntactic complexity classes by (Papadimitriou, 1994)
and were further investigated in (Hertrampf et al., 1993; Borchert, 1994). Borchert
and Silvestri (1996) in fact showed that a complexity class is syntactic iff it has a
complete problem and is downward closed, both with respect to polynomial time
reductions.
For a leaf language L, we write BLeafP(L) for the class of problems solvable with
leaf language L for acceptance and the complement of L for rejection, where the
nondeterministic Turing machine is required to be balanced, cf., Section 5. We
denote i-fold iteration of the BLeafP operator by (BLeafP)i, and write BLeafP(C)=
A # C BLeafP(A) for complexity classes C.
Example. NP can be characterized by the regular leaf language LNP=
(0 _ 1)* 1(0 _ 1)* for acceptance and its complement for rejection. Thus, BLeafP
(LNP)=NP, and it holds that BLeafP(NP)=NEXP.
The notion of leaf languages was generalized to NLOGSPACE and NLOGTIME
machines in (Jenner et al., 1996) and to finite automata in (Causs et al., 1996). In
(Cronauer et al., 1995), a new approach to separate counting classes was introduced.
In (Hertrampf et al., 1993), algebraic methods involving permutation groups
developed by (Cai and Furst, 1987; Barrington, 1989) were used to characterize
PSPACE by classes of regular leaf languages. Moreover, their results indicate that
in cases where the Upgrading Theorem works for a problem A, the succinct version
s(A) will be solvable in BLeafP(A). Their paper gave strong support to our intui-
tion that syntactic leaf languages are tightly connected to succinct problems. This
is expressed by our second main result:
Iterated Leaf Language Theorem (Theorem 3). For all k1, sk(A) is complete
for (BLeafP)k (A) under projection reductions.
A weaker version of this theorem for the case of k=1, namely completeness of
s(A) for BLeafP(A) under polynomial time reductions, was independently proved
by (Borchert and Lozano, 1996).
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1.4. Quantifier Free Uniformity and Implicit Circuits
One of the key notions introduced in the paper is quantifier-free uniformity. A
class C1 , C2 , ... of circuits is quantifier-free uniform precisely if there is a quantifier-
free reduction whose image on arbitrary structures of size n is Cn . Quantifier-free
uniformity was independently defined in (Lautemann et al., 1996).
The uniformity lemma (Lemma 4) appears as a generalization of proof methods
used in a formerly circulated report (Veith, 1995a).1 The uniformity lemma states
that polynomial time deterministic Turing machines working over structures have
quantifier-free uniform circuits. The following corollary is then immediate:
Corollary 1. s(A) is complete for a class C under polynomial time reductions
iff s(A) is complete for C under projection reductions.
Moreover, it is shown in Proposition 1 that s(A) is not complete under monotone
projection reductions. Tracing the proof of Proposition 1 and the uniformity lemma
leads to the notion of implicit circuits: An implicit circuit is a circuit containing
positions where no gate is situated yet. Such positions are supposed to compute
constant 0. The succinct representation of A by implicit circuits is denoted i(A). It
appears that implicit circuits have a built-in nonmonotonicity:
Theorem 4. i(A) is complete for a class C under polynomial time reductions iff
i(A) is complete for C under monotone projection reductions.
The above results immediately imply a sharp characterization of the syntactic
complexity classes by generalized quantifiers, following the above-mentioned work
of (Borchert and Silvestri, 1996).
Using the terminology of (Gottlob, 1995), every problem 6 induces a class of
generalized quantifiers Q6 . Q+6 denotes the class of formulas Q, where Q # Q6 ,
and , is an ordinary first order formula. We say that Q+6 captures C quantifier-free
(projectively), if the problems definable in C and Q+6 coincide, where the first order
part , is restricted to quantifier-free (projection) formulas. A more comprehensive
treatment of generalized quantifiers can be found in (Stewart, 1994; Gottlob, 1995).
Thus, our results together with the results of (Borchert and Silvestri, 1996) establish
the following theorem:
Corollary 6. Let C be a complexity class containing PTIME. Then the following
are equivalent:
1. C is a syntactic complexity class.
2. There exists a problem 6 such that C=BLeafP(6).
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3. There exists a generalized quantifier Qi(X) such that C is captured by Q+i(X) ,
even with monotone formulas.
4. There exists a problem 6 such that the closure of i(6) under monotone
projection reductions equals C.
Consequently, for a large class of complexity classes including NP we state com-
plete problems under monotone projection reductions, thereby giving a positive
answer to some open questions by Stewart.
Corollary 7. If Q+6 captures C quantifier-free, then Q
+
i(6) captures BLeaf
P(C)
projectively, even with monotone formulas.
Another connection between leaf language definability and generalized quantifiers
was established in (Burtschick and Vollmer, 1996) by a generalization of Fagin’s
theorem. In contrast to our paper, the generalized quantifiers there need first order
formulas and the Bit predicate for capturing, and therefore those results cannot be
used for iteration the way we did here.
1.5. Organization of the Paper
Section 2 contains the basic definitions from (descriptive) complexity theory,
results about different reducibilities, normal forms for problems over finite structures,
and a discussion of the different definitions for succinct representation in the
literature. Section 3 is devoted to the proofs of the Uniformity Lemma 4 and
Theorem 1. In Section 4, the Iterated Conversion Lemma 5 and its applications are
proven. Section 5 contains our treatment of leaf languages. Section 6 investigates
the trade-off between monotone projection reductions and implicit circuits and
shows how to obtain complete problems and capturing logics from a syntactic
complexity class. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions and addresses further
issues and open questions.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON COMPLEXITY AND CIRCUITS
The function log k denotes the number of digits of the binary representation of
k. Given a string w # [0, 1]+, val(w) denotes the natural number whose binary
representation is w. Given a number n, n denotes its binary representation. The
concatenation of two words v, w # [0, 1]* is denoted vw. An initial segment
[0, 1, ..., n&1] of the natural numbers is denoted by n. We shall use the digits 0,1
simultaneously as propositional constants, binary digits, and natural numbers.
Given a function f : A  B, the size | f | of f is defined as the cardinality of the graph
[(x, f (x)) : x # A].
2.1. Descriptive Complexity
A signature is a sequence {=(Pa11 , ..., P
ak
k ) of relation symbols with associated
arities a1 , ..., ak . A finite structure over { is a tuple A=(n, PA1 , ..., P
A
k ), where
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PAi n
ai. n is called the universe of A and denoted |A|. The set of all finite struc-
tures over { is denoted by Struct({). Let A, B # Struct({), s.t. |A|=|B|. Then
AB if PAi P
B
i for 1ik. A computational problem over signature { is a set
6Struct({), s.t. 6 is closed under isomorphisms. 6 is monotone if AB and
A # 6 implies B # 6. {(l )=(Pla11 , ..., P
lak
k ) is called the l-ary variant (or vectoriza-
tion) of {. For a problem T, let T (l ) denote the problem T over l-tuples, i.e., over
universe n_ } } } _n
l times
, s.t. l-tuples are understood as numbers from [0, ..., nl&1].
First Order Logic FOs({) is the language of all first order sentences over signature
{ with logical predicates for equality = and successor s(, ), and two constants 0,
max denoting the minimal and maximal element with respect to the successor relation.
Given signatures {, _ and a natural number k, a k-ary interpretation of { into _ is
a definition of the _(k) relations in terms of {. A k-ary interpretation I is written as
a set of equations (rules) of the form P(x)=,(x) where P is a relation symbol from
_(k) and , is a formula over signature {. We often write two rules P(x)=,(x) and
P(x)=(x) for P(x)=,(x) 6 (x), and P(x)=,(x), (x) for P(x)=,(x) 7 (x).
For a structure A # Struct({), I(A) denotes the structure over _(k) which is defined
by I. Let TStruct({), SStruct(_) be problems. Let L be a syntactic subclass of
first order logic. We say that T is L-reducible to S if there exists an interpretation
I of { into _, s.t. I is an L-formula, and for all A # Struct({), A # T iff I(A) # S (k),
with k being the arity of I. By restricting the logic L for the interpretations we
obtain low-level reductions: A projection reduction (Immerman, 1987) is a reduction
whose defining formulas are quantifier-free and in disjunctive normal form
i :i 7 ;i , s.t. the :i are mutually exclusive quantifier-free formulas from FOs(<),
and each ;i either is a (possibly negated) atomic {-formula or is empty. If all
occurrences of { relations in i :i 7 ;i are unnegated, the reduction is called a
monotone projection reduction. (Monotone) projection reducibility is denoted by
proj (
mon
proj , respectively). An easy example of a projection reduction can be found
in the proof of Lemma 3.
It is easy to see that monotone projection reductions are closed under iteration.
Extending an earlier result by Stewart (Stewart, 1993b) that projection reductions
are closed under monotone projection reductions, Immerman and Landau
(Immerman and Landau, 1995) have shown that projection reductions are closed
under iteration.
The successor relation on the domain induces a quantifier-free definable
lexicographical order on vectors of fixed arity. Therefore, we shall treat vectors of
arity k over domain n just like ordinary numbers over domain nk. In particular, if
it is understood that x is a k-tuple, x=0 means x=(0, ..., 0), x=max means
x=(max, ..., max), and s(x, y) means that the k-tuple y is the lexicographical
successor of x. Moreover, we shall make use of constants as abbreviations for bit
sequences. Thus, a reduction formula of the form
P((10, x, y) )=s(x, y)
means
P((max, 0, max, 0, x, y) )=s(x, y),
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where the arity of the reduction is chosen suitably. In other words, 10 refers to the
eleventh tuple in [0, max]4 under lexicographical ordering.
Take some signature {=(Pa11 , ..., P
ak
k ) and let l=max[a1 , ..., ak]. Consider
signature :=(Ql+log k) which has one single relation symbol. One can see that the
structures over { can be embedded into Struct(:) by defining
Q(i, x1 , ..., xl)#Pi (x1 , ..., xai)
for 1ik&1 and
Q(z1 , ..., zlog k , x1 , ..., xl)#Pk(x1 , ..., xak)
if (z1 , ..., zlog k) represents neither of the numbers 1, ..., k&1. Thus, we use the
constant described by the first argument of Q to distinguish between the relations;
note that for any tuple (z1 , ..., zlog k) there is a suitable rule to apply.
For each structure A # Struct({), let single(A) denote the corresponding
Struct(:) structure. If { itself contains only one relation symbol, then we define
single(A)=A. For a problem A, single(A)=[single(A) : A # A]. In fact, the single
encoding provides a convenient normal form for different signatures; this is
formalized by the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Let AStruct({), and 6 be an arbitrary problem. Then
1. A# monproj single(A)
2. 6proj A iff 6 proj single(A)
3. Aproj 6 iff single(A) proj 6.
Proof. 1a. A monproj single(A): For each 1ik&1, we include the rule
Q(i, x1 , ..., xl)=Pi (x1 , ..., xai).
Consider the quantifier-free formula ,(x1 , ..., xlog k) saying that (x1 , ..., x log k) does
not express a number from 1, ..., k&1, and let di=1 ,i (x1 , ..., xlog k) be its
disjunctive normal form. Then we add the rules
Q(z1 , ..., zlog k , x1 , ..., xl)=,i (z1 , ..., zlog k), Pk(x1 , ..., xak)
for each 1id.
1b. single(A) monproj A: For 1ik&1 we set
Pi (x1 , ..., xai)=Q(i, x1 , ..., xai , 0, ..., 0).
Moreover, we add the rule
Pk(x1 , ..., xak)=Q(0, x1 , ..., xak , 0, ..., 0).
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2, 3. Follow immediately from the closure of projection reductions under
iterations. K
As an input to a Turing machine computation, a structure A # Struct({), {=
(Ra11 , ..., R
ar
r ) is encoded by a string
enc(A)=bin(RA1 ) ... bin(R
A
r ),
where bin(RAi ) is obtained from concatenating the truth values of R
A
i (x) for all
x # nar in lexicographical order. Thus, the position of RAi (x1 , ..., xai) within enc(A)
is given by
:
i&1
j=1
naj+ :
ai
j=1
n j&1xj .
2.2. Bitwise Reductions
For POLYLOGTIME and DLOGTIME reductions, like for all reductions
involving sublinear computation, we need direct access Turing machines, as
defined, for example, in (Barrington et al., 1990). Essentially, such a machine is
equipped with an address tape whose contents can be used to move the work tape
head to the indicated position in unit time.
Definition. Let w # [0, 1]* and x be a natural number. Then the expression
Bit(x, w) denotes the x-th bit of w, if x|w|, and some arbitrary but fixed bit
denoting ‘‘out of range’’ otherwise.
The following definitions are due to (Bovet et al., 1992; Hertrampf et al., 1993):
Definition. Let CC be DLOGTIME, POLYLOGTIME, or PTIME, and let
6, 5 be problems. A reduction f : 6  5 is a CC bit reduction, if there exist two CC
direct access Turing machines N (the length restricting machine), and M (the reduction
machine), such that for all w, N(w)=| f (w)|, and for all w, n, M(w, n)=Bit(n, f (w)).
We shall often just write POLYLOGTIME (DLOGTIME) reducibility instead
of POLYLOGTIME (DLOGTIME) bit reducibility and denote them by PLT
(DLT, respectively). PTIME bit reducibility is denoted by P,bitm and will be dis-
cussed in connection with leaf languages in Section 5. Note that PTIME many-one
reducibility (which is denoted by PTIME) is much weaker than PTIME bit
reducibility, since for PTIME reductions, | f (w)| is bounded by a polynomial in |w|.
It is an easy exercise (Veith, 1994) to see that arithmetical operations such
as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of domain elements are
POLYLOGTIME computable. Therefore, a POLYLOGTIME reduction can
access individual tuples in finite structures and thus simulate quantifier-free reduc-
tions. For DLOGTIME reductions it appears that multiplication and division are
not possible and that DLOGTIME reductions therefore do not subsume quantifier-
free reductions for the chosen (and widely used) encoding of finite structures.
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2.3. Boolean Circuits
A boolean circuit of size n can be encoded as an ordered structure over signature
‘=( @ 3, ? 3, t2, d1, g1, 1, =1), where @ and ? denote conjunction and
disjunction respectively, t denotes negation, d denotes the input gates, and g
denotes the output gate.  and = denote the constant one and zero gates, respec-
tively. Let for example M # Struct(‘). Then M< @ (8, 5, 3) means that the circuit
encoded by M computes gate number 8 as the conjunction of gates 5 and 3. A
structure A # Struct(‘) represents a boolean circuit if it contains an output gate and
each gate is either an input gate or is computed from other gates, such that there
are no cycles. Moreover, in every circuit, if gate k is an input gate, then all smaller
gates have to be input gates, too. Note that not all domain elements are required
to carry circuit gates. However, no other gates may receive their inputs from such
a domain element. We defer a discussion of this issue to Section 6 where we intro-
duce implicit circuits.
2.4. Succinct Encoding
A boolean circuit C with k input gates in a natural way defines a string of size
2k: On input of a binary number n2k&1, C determines the bit at position n. Let
the resulting string be denoted by gen(C). If C # Struct(‘) is not a syntactically
correct circuit, then gen(C)=0 by default. However, there is no immediate way to
represent strings of a size which is not a power of 2.
One possibility to solve this problem is to use two circuits, where the first one
defines a string of size 2k, and the second one denotes which part of the first string
is considered. Since we want the length of the string to be computable in time
polynomial in the circuit size, the length describing circuit has to be syntactically
restricted. This concept was used in a previous report, see (Veith, 1995a).
Another possibility was considered in (Borchert and Lozano, 1996), where a
string is succinctly represented by a tuple (n, C), such that n determines the length
of the relevant substring. We shall see, however, that their approach does not allow
us to prove the strong results we show in this paper.
While the representation by two circuits used in (Veith, 1995a) allows us to
prove the same results we prove in this paper, we prefer another methodology, the
method of self-delimiting strings. For a general outline of this topic, the reader is
referred to (Li and Vita nyi, 1993).
Definition. Let w=(x1 , ..., xn) # [0, 1]+. The self-delimiting encoding of w is
defined as sd(w)=(x1 , 0, x2 , 0, ..., xn&1 , 0, xn , 1). For a number n, sd(n)=sd(n ).
Thus, from a string sd(w) v, the string w can be easily retrieved by looking for the
first 1 at an even position in the string.
Definition. For a language L, let sd(L) denote the language
[sd( |w| ) wv : w # L, _r |sd( |w| ) wv|=2r].
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Thus, sd(L) is the language obtained from L by adding the length descriptor and
then some dummy string that pads its size to a power of 2.
Modulo DLOGTIME reductions, the self-delimiting encoding is equivalent to
the standard encoding:
Lemma 2. For L{[0, 1]*, L#DLT sd(L).
Proof. L DLT sd(L): Given a word w, we translate it to sd( |w| ) wv s.t. the size
of sd( |w| ) wv is minimal, i.e., |sd( |w| ) wv|=2log |sd( |w| ) wv|. Therefore, the length
restricting Turing machine just has to compute 2log |sd( |w| ) wv| which can be easily
done in logarithmic time; compare (Barrington et al., 1990). On input w and x, the
reduction machine has to decide if x|sd( |w| )|. In that case, it outputs
Bit(x, sd( |w| )). Otherwise, the machine outputs Bit(x&|sd( |w| )|, w).
sd(L)DLT L: Let d  L. On input z, the length restricting machine first com-
putes |z|. If |z| is not of the form 2k, then it outputs |d |. Otherwise, it checks the
first 2k bits of z for a self-delimiting length description sd(l) of a number l. If it finds
such a number l, then it outputs l, otherwise it outputs |d |. On input z and x, the
reduction machine also tries to retrieve l; on failure it outputs Bit(x, d ). If l can be
retrieved, then the machine outputs Bit( |sd(l )|+x, z). K
Now we can define the succinct encoding of a problem in a simple way:
Definition. Let 6Struct(?) be a problem. The succinct encoding s(6) of 6
is defined
s(6 )=[C # Struct(‘) : gen(C) # sd(6 )].
Moreover, if gen(C) # sd(Struct(?)), let gen?(C) denote the corresponding ? structure,
otherwise gen?(C) denotes some default structure S?  6.
Note that for a syntactically incorrect circuit C, gen(C)=0, and therefore,
gen(C)  sd(6 ), regardless of 6. The definition of s(6 ) can be rewritten in terms of
gen?(C):
s(6 )=[C # Struct(‘) : gen?(C) # 6].
It is straightforward to define k-fold succinct representations: For a problem 6,
its k-fold succinct representation is sk(6 ) :=s(...(s
k times
(6 ))...). As an informal problem
description, this amounts to
Instance. A circuit C.
Query. gen?(gen‘ (...(gen‘
k&1 times
(C))...)) # 6?
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2.5. Models of Circuit Computation
In the field of circuit complexity, boolean circuits are often assumed to allow
negation of input gates only. For a problem 6, let s$(6 ) be the set of those circuits
from s(6 ) which do not contain negations of noninput predicates. By a well-known
folklore result, s(6 ) and s$(6) are equivalent in expressive power. Here we show
the projection effectiveness of this construction, thus giving some intuition for the
usage of projection reductions.
Lemma 3. For all problems 6 it holds that s(6 )# monproj s$(6 ), even under
successor-free reductions.
Proof. Trivially, s$(6 ) monproj s(6) via the identity mapping. For the opposite
direction, let C # Struct(‘) be a circuit. Then we construct a circuit f (C) as follows:
For each input gate i, we add another dual gate i& containing the negation of i. For
each conjunctive (disjunctive) gate g, we add another disjunctive (conjunctive) dual
gate g& which gets as inputs the dual input gates of g and therefore outputs the
dual value. Finally, all negations are replaced by a reference to the dual value. Since
we need double space the reduction has arity 2. (Note that arity 2 would allow even
for quadratic space.)
In the |C|_|C| space, we use the second coordinate to distinguish between the
original gates (coordinate 0) and the dual gates (coordinate max). We start by
constructing the input negations:
d((x, 0) )=d(x)
t((x, max) , (x, 0) )=d(x).
The @ and ? gates are constructed as described above:
? ((x, 0) , ( y, max) , (z, max) )= @ (x, y, z)
? ((x, max) , ( y, 0) , (z, 0) )= @ (x, y, z)
@ ((x, 0) , ( y, max) , (z, max) )= ? (x, y, z)
@ ((x, max) , ( y, 0) , (z, 0) )= ? (x, y, z).
Finally, we rebuild the negations and copy the output gate:
? ((x, 0), ( y, max), ( y, max) )=t(x, y)
? ((x, max) , ( y, 0) , ( y, 0) )=t(x, y)
g((x, 0) )=g(x).
Note that a gate of the form ? (x, y, y) serves for copying the result of gate y to
gate x. This concludes the proof. K
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3. THE UNIFORMITY LEMMA
With every nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machine M one can
associate a deterministic polynomial time Turing machine M$ with an additional
input tape, such that M$ simulates M for the sequence of nondeterministic decisions
described by the additional tape.
The construction in Theorem 3 will involve such deterministic Turing machines.
Our goal here is to construct circuits for those machines by quantifier-free formulas.
Therefore we shall consider deterministic polynomial time Turing machines
(DTMs) with two tapes A and B. Both tapes are used as input and work tapes
simultaneously. We further suppose that there is one readwrite head which has
access to both tapes simultaneously; i.e., if the head is located at position x, it can
access the tape cells at position x of both tapes. We use this model because it is
particularly well suited for Turing machines with multiple inputs, but has easier
semantics than full multiple tape Turing machines.
Consider some DTM M with fixed inputs for both tapes. Without loss of
generality we may suppose that the machine cycles in its final states. Then
A(t, i), B(t, i) denote the bits on tapes A, B at position i and time t. q(t) denotes the
state of the machine at step t. Let k=log |S|, where S is the set of states of the
DTM. Then each state q(t) can be identified with a k-tuple of bits. The corresponding
functions are called q1(t), ..., qk(t). The position of the TM head at time t is denoted
by a(t). Let [a(t)=i] denote the truth value of a(t)=i. Moreover, vA(t, i) and
vB(t, i) denote if the Turing machine has written a symbol to the corresponding
tape at position i before time t. At time 0, we set vA(0, i) (vB(0, i)) to 1 if i lies
within the input string on tape A (tape B, respectively).
Then we can define a glimpse of the Turing machine in time and space:
g(t, i)=(A(t, i), B(t, i), [a(t)=i], vA(t, i), vB(t, i), q1(t), ..., qk(t)).
Thus, a glimpse is a tuple from [0, 1]k+5 which describes a Turing machine
locally from the point of view of a tape cell at a fixed time. A computation graph
of a DTM can be seen as a 2-dimensional array of glimpses, with a time and a
space axis. Each glimpse contains the information about the tape contents at position
i and time t. We say that a glimpse is active if a(t)=i holds, i.e., if the work head
is situated at the tape position the glimpse describes. The TM state information
provided by q1(t), ..., qk(t) is relevant only for active glimpses. For better intuition,
we shall sometimes imagine the time axis vertical and the space axis horizontal. A
time level is a horizontal slice of that array, obtained from fixing the time. The time
level t evidently provides an instantaneous description of the Turing machine at
time t.
A glimpse g(t, i) differs from g(t&1, i) only if one of its predecessor glimpses
g(t&1, i&1), g(t&1, i), g(t&1, i+1) is active. Otherwise it is equal. Since the
control of the DTM is finite, g(t, i) can be described by a circuit of constant size
with input gates for the three predecessors and with output gates for g(t, i). (We
neglect the case of t, i=0 for the moment.)
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By connecting the glimpses with copies of the finite control circuits we obtain a
circuit which simulates the Turing machine. In this section, we shall give a highly
uniform construction of this circuit.
Let M be a 2-tape polynomial time Turing machine, and let MA be the Turing
machine obtained from assigning a structure A=single(B) # Struct(:), :=(Qr) as
fixed input for M on tape B. Further suppose that the size of the input for tape A
equals |A| c, for some integer c.
Consider the class of circuits CM, A which on input of a word w of size |w|=|A| c
evaluate to true iff MA accepts w. Then we can show the following:
Lemma 4 (Uniformity Lemma). Let M be like above. Then there exists a projection
reduction 9M , s.t. for all A, 9M (A) # CM, A .
By Lemma 2, it follows that 9M can be extended to a reduction 9$M from B to
CM, A .
Proof. Let |A|=n, and let nm be a strict upper bound for the time complexity
and for the size of the tape A. (We do not need a constant factor, because we can
choose m sufficiently large, though constant.)
From above we know that g(t, i)=F(g(t&1, i&1), g(t&1, i), g(t&1, i+1)) for
some constant size function F depending on the finite control of the TM. Since F
is of constant size, it can be described by a constant size circuit F. F needs
3(k+5) input gates (corresponding to 3 predecessor glimpses) and k+5 output
gates (corresponding to the output glimpse). Formally, F # Struct(‘), s.t. |F|= f,
the input gates of F are 1, ..., 3(k+5) and the output gates are fo+1, ..., fo+
(k+5) where fo := f &(k+5). In order to prove the theorem we have to show that
there exists a projection reduction 9M : Struct(:)  Struct(‘).
Let A # Struct(:). Recall that m was the exponent of the time bound. Let
a=log( |F| ) be an arity large enough to contain the binary representation of |F| ,
and let p=2m+a+3 be the arity of the projection reduction. We shall denote
p-tuples by (b, t, s, d) , where b # n3 denotes a block, d # na denotes a counter, and
t, s # nm denote time and space coordinates. The block numbers distinguish the
main parts of the circuit, while the counters correspond to smaller circuits within
those parts.
Let us summarize variable usage:
f =|F|=the size of the circuit which simulates the finite control
a=log f =the arity necessary to store constants of size  f
k=log |Q|=number of bits necessary for state description
k+5=number of bits for a glimpse
f0= f&(k+5)=start of output part within F
n=max=|A|=size of the input structure
2m=arity needed to store the tape contents through time
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p=2m+a+3=overall dimension of the reduction
c=exponent for the size of w
r= the arity of Q
Looking at the p-dimensional domain as an address space, we shall use the
following memory allocation plan:
Block 0 {
(0, 0, 0, 0)
b
(0, 0, max, 0)= contains the input gates of the newcircuit.
For each s, t
Block 1 {
(1, t, s, 0)
b
(1, t, s, f )=
contains a copy of F, computing glimpse
g(t, s) from input of the glimpses g(t&1,
s&1), g(t&1, s), g(t&1, s+1).
Block 2 {
(2, 0, 0, 0)
b
(2, 1, max, 0)=
contains a circuit to determine the output
of the TM simulation from the last time
level. The circuit is of size nm+O(1), and
thus needs only 2 counters.
(max, max, max, max) contains the output of the circuit.
Consider the following projection reduction:
Block 0. Block 0 contains the input gates
d(0, 0, s, 0) = s=(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sc).
Recall that the length of the input of tape A was assumed to be |A| c. Note that
by definition, the input gates must be situated at the lexicographically smallest gate
positions. However, logical reductions can be easily seen to be stable under
permutation of variables. Hence, without loss of generality, we can write the
coordinates in an intuitive order.
Block 1. Recall that Block 1 contains the array of glimpses. The glimpses are
interconnected by copies of F, such that the output gates point to a glimpse and
the input gates are wired to the corresponding predecessor glimpses.
For s, t{0, we direct the predecessor glimpses of g(t, s) to the input of an F
circuit which computes glimpse g(t, s):
Left Predecessor: For i=1, ..., k+5, let
? ((1, t, s, i) , (1, t&1, s&1, fo+i) , (1, t&1, s&1, fo+i) ) = t{0, s{0.
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Middle Predecessor: For i=1, ..., k+5, let
? ((1, t, s, k+5+i) , (1, t&1, s, fo+i), (1, t&1, s, fo+i) ) = t{0.
Right Predecessor: For i=1, ..., k+5, let
? ((1, t, s, 2(k+5)+i) , (1, t&1, s+1, fo+i) , (1, t&1, s+1, fo+i) ) = t{0.
For s=0, we by default take g(t&1, 0) as the left predecessor: this cannot lead
to inconsistencies, since the TM program must not crash the TM tape. Since m was
defined to be a strict upper bound, the Turing machine never exceeds the other end
of the tape.
Hence, we obtain similar rules for the left predecessors of the leftmost glimpses.
For i=1, ..., k+5, let
? ((1, t, 0, i) , (1, t&1, 0, fo+i) , (1, t&1, 0, fo+i) ) = t{0.
It remains to copy the rest of F to the right address: For each i # [3(k+5)+1,
..., f ], if F < 3(i, j, l ), 3 # [ @ , ? ] then let
3((1, t, s, i) , (1, t, s, j) , (1, t, s, l) ) = max{0
We proceed analogously with t. (Recall again that i, j, k are constants, because
the finite control is constant.) We still have to initialize the machine simulation for
t=0, i.e., define the values of the glimpses g(0, s):
? ((1, 0, s, fo+1) , (0, 0, s, 0) , (0, 0, s, 0) ) = s=(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sc)
=((1, 0, s, fo+1) ) = s{(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sc)
((1, 0, s, fo+2) ) = Q(s), s=(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sr)
=((1, 0, s, fo+2) ) = cQ(s), s=(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sr)
=((1, 0, s, fo+2) ) = s{(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sr)
((1, 0, s, fo+3) ) = s=0
=((1, 0, s, fo+3) ) = s{0
((1, 0, s, fo+4) ) = s=(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sr)
=((1, 0, s, fo+4) ) = s{(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sr)
((1, 0, s, fo+5) ) = s=(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sc)
=((1, 0, s, fo+5) ) = s{(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sc)
=((1, 0, s, x) ) = x{ fo+1, x{ fo+2, x{ fo+3,
x{ fo+4, x{ fo+5
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Thus we set the TM head to the left end of the tape, initialize tape A with the
input gates, and tape B with A. Everything else is set to 0, assuming that the
starting state has binary coding 0k.
For Block 2 it remains to compute the output of the circuit: For this purpose, we
have to find the active glimpse of the last row and determine if the state therein is
accepting and which kind of accepting state it is. (Recall that we assumed that the
acceptance state gives the information about the output bit.) Without loss of
generality, assume that in the accepting states, q1(t) expresses the result bit. In
order to find out what this bit looks like, we have to search among all glimpses
with maximal time coordinate for a glimpse which is both active and describes an
accepting state. Essentially, this can be done by a large disjunction, collecting the
results of local conjunctions:
@ ((2, 0, s, 0) , (1, max, s, fo+3) , (1, max, s, fo+6) ) = max{0
? ((2, 1, 0, 0), (2, 0, 0, 0) , (2, 0, 0, 0) ) = max{0
? ((2, 1, s, 0) , (2, 1, s$, 0) , (2, 0, s, 0) ) = s=s$+1.
It remains to redirect the result bit to the output gate (max, max, max, max):
? ((max, max, max, max) , (2, 1, max, 0) , (2, 1, max, 0) ) = max{0
g((max, max, max, max) ) = max{0.
This concludes the proof. K
Remark. Note that monotone projections are not sufficient for the construction
in Lemma 4: The crucial point is that the reduction is required to project the values
of QA into the circuit like we have done in Block 1. However, this construction
naturally involves a case distinction: If Q holds, then let the gate compute ,
otherwise =. A monotone projection contains only rules without such an
‘‘otherwise’’ condition, hence it is virtually not sufficient to gain the wished effect.
For a more concise statement of this fact, refer to Proposition 1.
Now it is easy to prove the following result:
Theorem 1. Let 6Struct(?), 5Struct(!) be problems. Then
6PTIME s(5) iff 6proj s(5).
Proof. Let N be the polynomial time Turing machine which reduces 6 to s(5).
Consider the following 2-tape polynomial time Turing machine M: On input of w
on tape A and A=single(B) on tape B, where B # Struct(?), M proceeds as
follows:
1. Compute the circuit N(A).
2. Evaluate N(A) with w assigned to the input gates.
3. Accept iff N(A) with input w evaluates to 1.
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Thus, MA (the machine with A fixed on tape B) accepts w iff N(A) evaluates
to 1 on input w. By Lemma 4, there exists a projection 9M which maps A to
CM, A . Therefore, 9M(A) evaluates to the same value as N(A). Since N is a reduc-
tion to s(5), 9M is a reduction, too. By Lemma 1, 6proj s(5). K
Corollary 1. s(5) is complete for a class C under polynomial time reductions
iff s(5) is complete for C under projection reductions.
As outlined in Section 2.4, our definition of succinct problem representation is
different from the former ones. Therefore, in applying Corollary 1 one has to be
careful to check that the reductions used in former proofs can be adopted to the
new definition.
As a second corollary, we obtain a uniformity result between polynomial size
circuits and polynomial time computation in the style of Theorem 11.5 in
(Papadimitriou, 1994). We say that a sequence C1 , C2 , ... of circuits is quantifier-
free uniform if there exists a quantifier-free reduction without input predicates, such
that any structure of domain size n is reduced to the circuit Cn . This means that
the circuit is quantifier-free definable just with equality, 0, max, and successor. The
notion of projection vanishes if we consider reductions without input predicates.
Quantifier-free uniformity was independently introduced in (Lautemann et al.,
1996).
Corollary 2. A problem 6 has quantifier-free uniform circuits iff 6 is polyno-
mial time decidable.
Proof. Assume that 6Struct(:), :=(Qc) is in single encoding. If 6 has
quantifier-free uniform circuits, then 6 is in PTIME because quantifier-free
reductions and circuit evaluation are in PTIME.
Now, let M be a polynomial time Turing machine which decides 6, i.e.,
6=[A: M accepts A]. Assume that M is a 2-tape Turing machine which takes A
as input on tape A and ignores tape B. For a fixed input size n, let Bn be an
arbitrary structure, s.t. |Bn |=n. Consider the machine MBn obtained from fixing
the structure on tape B. By Lemma 4, there exists a reduction 9M which depends
only on M and maps Bn to a circuit. Since M does not depend on tape B, this
concludes the proof. K
Remark. Although quantifier-free reductions can in general not be simulated in
DLOGTIME, quantifier-free uniformity implies DLOGTIME uniformity: To see
this, first note that the successor and equality relations on domain elements are in
DLOGTIME. Now suppose that a quantifier-free construction has arity k; i.e., it
constructs a circuit using k-tuples (x1 , ..., xk) over domain n. Now, DLOGTIME
cannot simulate the quantifier-free formula, because this would involve computing
values of the form ki=1 n
i&1xi , cf., Section 2.1. However, it is possible to construct
an equivalent circuit over domain (2log n)k; because the domain is a power of 2,
evaluating the sum amounts to concatenating the binary representations of
x1 , ..., xk . Since 2log n=O(n), the size of the circuit remains polynomial in n.
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4. THE ITERATED CONVERSION LEMMA
In this section, we shall prove a stronger version of the following conversion
lemma:
Conversion Lemma. If A PLT B then s(A) PTIME s(B).
Using Theorem 1, it seems to be clear that a succedens of the form s(A)proj
s(B) can be derived. Tracing the proof of Theorem 1, this means that the polynomial
time reduction is replaced by a projection reduction which uses the given circuit as
input string for another circuit. However, embedding the given circuit several times
as a subcircuit into the new circuit, uses the given circuit directly and will allow us
to derive the succedens s(A) monproj s(B). The same idea was used by (Balca zar et al.,
1992) to prove the above conversion lemma.
The proof of the new iterated conversion lemma will employ a similar Turing
machine simulation as in Lemma 4. The direct access mechanism works as follows:
In each step, the word written on tape B is understood as a position within the
input tape, and, depending on the bit at this address, the status bit qk(t) is changed.
Thus, a glimpse looks perfectly the same as in the above proof:
g(t, i)=(A(t, i), B(t, i), [a(t)=i], vA(t, i), vB(t, i), q1(t), ..., qk(t)).
Connecting the glimpses to obtain a large circuit for the simulation also works
the same way as above, it only remains to simulate the direct access, i.e., to direct
the input bits referenced by tape B to qk(t).
In case the input tape content is itself provided by a boolean circuit C, qk(t) can
be computed by a copy of that circuit, s.t. the bits of tape B at time t&1 are used
as input gates for C, and qk(t) is used as output gates. Thus, we need one copy of
the input circuit between each two time levelsthis is the above-mentioned embed-
ding of the input circuit. This proof technique dates back to (Balca zar et al., 1992);
for an outline refer to (Gottlob et al., 1995).
Lemma 5 (Iterated Conversion Lemma). If APLT B, then \i1 si(A)monproj
si (B).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the case of i=1, then the result follows by induction.
By Lemma 2, A PLT B is equivalent to sd(A) PLT sd(B). Let M, N be the DTMs
computing the POLYLOGTIME reduction from sd(A) to sd(B). For input size n,
let logm n be a strict upper bound for the time complexities of both Turing
machines, and let C # Struct(‘) be an input circuit.
Since we are dealing with self-delimiting problems, the size computed by the
length restricting machine N is not relevant unless it is too short. Thus, we shall
suppose that on input of size n, N computes the number 2logm n, and concentrate on
M. Also, we do not have to care about the number of input gates, as long as it is
large enough.
Like above in Lemma 4, we set the arity p of the reduction equal to 2m+a+3.
The memory allocation plan is quite similar, too:
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Block 0 {
(0, 0, 0, 0)
b
(0, 0, max, 0)= contains the input gates of the newcircuit.
For each s, t,
Block 1 {
(1, t, s, 0)
b
(1, t, s, f )=
contains a copy of F, computing glimpse
g(t, s) from input of the glimpses
g(t&1, s&1), g(t&1, s), g(t&1, s+1)
Block 2 {
(2, t, 0, 0)
b
(2, t, 0, max)=
contains a copy of C, computing the
input tape information qk(t) from the
address on tape B, given by the glimpses
g(t&1, s), 0smax.
Block 3 {
(3, 0, 0, 0)
b
(3, 1, max, 0)= contains a circuit to determine the outputof the TM simulation.
(max, max, max, max) contains the output of the circuit.
Blocks 1, 3 are almost identical to Blocks 1 and 2 in the proof of Lemma 4, apart
from the following major difference: We redirect the gate for qk(t) in all glimpses
g(s, t) to Block 2:
? ((1, t, s, fo+k+5) , (2, t, 0, i) , (2, t, 0, i) )=g(i).
Block 2 basically consists of copies of A, again with the input redirected:
? ((2, t, 0, s) , (1, t&1, s, fo) , (1, t&1, s, fo) )=d(s)
? ((2, t, 0, s) , (2, t, 0, i) , (2, t, 0, j) )= ? (s, i, j)
@ ((2, t, 0, s) , (2, t, 0, i) , (2, t, 0, j) )= @ (s, i, j)
t((2, t, 0, s), (2, t, 0, i) )=t(s, i).
At this point, we make explicit use of the fact that the input gates are the
lexicographically smallest gates in the circuit, since otherwise we could not match
the address on tape B and the input gates of C.
Since |C|=maxlog n by the definition of succinct representations (compare
(Balca zar et al., 1992)’s proof) the bound maxm is sufficiently large for both the
polylogarithmic space and time bound. This concludes the proof. K
To obtain hardness results we need a projection definable version of the operator
long from (Balca zar et al., 1992) in terms of finite structures. Recall their definition:
Definition. Let A[0, 1]*. Then we define long(A)=[w: |w| # [1w | w # A]].
That is, we interpret every instance of A as a binary number x and have all
strings of size x included in long(A). In a sense, long reverses the application of s
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since it lowers the complexity of the instances by introducing redundancy, in a
similar way as a tally coding. Lemma 6 together with Lemma 8 demonstrate that
s is stronger than long, which is not surprising since the circuits can encode polynomial
time computations, while long just introduces redundancy.
In the descriptive complexity approach, the instances are structures. The essential
property of the long operator is that it takes a characteristic bit sequence of the
instance and uses it as a length description. Given a structure single(B)=
A=(n, Ql), consider the tuples (x1 , ..., xl) # nl in lexicographical order with respect
to the successor relation. With respect to membership in Q, the tuples define a
sequence of 0,1 which is characteristic of A; being read as a binary representation,
the sequence in turn defines a large natural number. Let us call this number
char(A). This motivates the following definition:
Definition. Let :=(Ql) and $=(D1) be signatures, and let A # Struct(:).
Then we define long: Struct(:)  Struct($) by
long(A)=[B # Struct($): |B|=2|A|l+1+char(A)].
Like in (Balca zar et al., 1992)’s definition, the leading term forces the most
significant bit of its binary representation to be 1.
Lemma 6. Let 6Struct(?) be a problem. Then 6 proj s(long(single(6))).
Proof. Given A # 6, we have to construct a circuit G, s.t. gen$(G)=long(A).
Thus, gen(G) should be of the form sd( |w| ) wv, where w is the encoding of long(A).
(Recall that gen$ refers to a $-structure while gen refers to a string.) Let M be the
2-tape Turing machine M which, on input of A and x, accepts if the x-th bit of
sd( |w| ) wv is 1, and rejects otherwise. Since M is polynomial time bounded, the
result follows by Lemma 4. K
Corollary 3. \k1 6proj sk(longk(single(6 ))).
Proof. By induction on k, using Lemma 6 as induction base. Suppose the claim
holds for k. Take some arbitrary 6, and consider long(single(6 )). By hypothesis,
long(single(6 ))proj sk(longk(single(long(single(6 ))))), and thus, by the conversion
lemma s(long(single(6 )))proj s(sk(longk(single(long(single(6 )))))). By Lemma 6, it
follows that 6s(long(single(6 ))). Since long(6 ) contains only a single relation
symbol, it follows that long(single(6 ))=long(6 ) by the definition of single, and
thus the claim is proved. K
Alternatively, one could try to prove Lemma 6 also from 6PTIME s(long(6 )) in
(Balca zar et al., 1992) and Theorem 1. We prefer to give a direct proof because, as
described in Section 2.4, the details of our definitions are different. The same
remark applies for the main upgrading theorem by (Balca zar et al., 1992):
Theorem 2 (Iterated Upgrading Theorem). Let C1 and C2 be complexity
classes, s.t. longk(C1)C2 . If B is C2 -hard under POLYLOGTIME-reductions then
sk(B) is C1 -hard under projection reductions.
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Proof. Let A # C1 be arbitrary. By assumption longk(single(A)) # C2 , therefore
longk(single(A))PLTm B. By the Iterated Conversion Lemma 5 and Corollary 3, we
obtain that Aproj sk(longk(single(A)))monproj s
k(B), thus Aproj sk(B). K
5. LEAF LANGUAGES
In this section, we establish the close relationship between succinct complexity
upgrade and leaf languages. In (Bovet et al., 1992), BLeafP was defined in terms of
PTIME bit reductions:
Definition. Let 6 be an arbitrary problem. Then we define BLeafP(6) as the
closure of 6 under polynomial time bit reductions, i.e., BLeafP(6 )=
[5 | 5P, bitm 6].
Equivalently, one can define BLeafP by considering the leaves of the computation
tree of an adequate, balanced (Jenner et al., 1996) NP Turing machine. M is
adequate if on every input w each of its nondeterministic computation branches
terminates and outputs either 1 for acceptance or 0 for rejection. The concatenation
of the symbols output at the leaves of M’s computation tree is called leaf string and
denoted lM(w). M is balanced, if there exists a polynomial time computable function
pathM(w, i) such that pathM(w, i) is the sequence of nondeterministic choices which
describes the branch leading to the i-th bit of lM(w); if i exceeds the size of lM(w),
then pathM(w, i)=0.
It was noted in (Jenner et al., 1996) that
BLeafP(6 )=[5 | _M : 5=[x | lM(x) # 6]],
where M is required to be adequate and balanced. Balancedness guarantees that
every computation path of the nondeterministic Turing machine can be reconstructed
in polynomial time, and thus Bit(i, lM(w)) is in PTIME. The influence of balancedness
was investigated closely in (Hertrampf et al., 1996); without balancedness one only
knows that pathM is PSPACE computable. However, if 6 is closed under padding,
then the balancedness condition can be dropped (Jenner et al., 1996, Proposition 2.3).
BLeafP is easily seen to be monotone, i.e., XY implies BLeafP(X )
BLeafP(Y ). The definition of BLeafP generalizes to complexity classes C in the
obvious way:
BLeafP(C )= .
Y # C
BLeafP(Y ).
Again a similar monotonicity property follows from the definition. i-fold iteration
of BLeafP is denoted by (BLeafP) i.
It was shown in (Bovet et al., 1992; Hertrampf et al., 1993; Jenner et al., 1996)
that by varying the parameter in BLeafP(Y ) or BLeafP(C), it is possible to obtain
natural characterizations of many complexity classes. For instance, all classes in
the polynomial hierarchy are definable by the corresponding prefix classes in the
alternating logtime hierarchy (Jenner et al., 1996), and the boolean closure of the
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kth level of the polynomial hierarchy is defined by the kth level of the dot depth
hierarchy (Hertrampf et al., 1993). Moreover, it follows from (Hertrampf et al.,
1993) that BLeafP(long(C))=C for all syntactic classes C, and even BLeafP(REG)=
PSPACE, where REG is the class of regular languages.
An important feature which distinguishes BLeafP from leaf languages of non-
deterministic LOGSPACE machines (Jenner et al., 1996) is that BLeafP is constant
on clusters of POLYLOGTIME reducibility; this immediately follows from
Lemma 7:
Lemma 7 [Bovet et al., 1992; Hertrampf et al., 1993]. If APLT B then BLeafP
(A)BLeafP(B).
The following theorem is based on the idea that an NP machine can evaluate the
different assignments to a circuit in its computation branches. On the other hand,
an NP Turing machine can be ‘‘turned around’’ in such a way that the input is fixed
and the nondeterministic choices are provided by the input tape.
Theorem 3 (Iterated Leaf Language Theorem). For all k1, sk(6 ) is complete
for (BLeafP)k (6 ) under projection reductions.
Proof. By induction on k.
k=1: Since we know from Lemma 2 that 6#DLT sd(6 ) we conclude with
Lemma 7 that BLeafP(6 )=BLeafP(sd(6 )). Therefore, it suffices to prove com-
pleteness for BLeafP(sd(6 )).
v Membership: s(6 ) # BLeafP(sd(6 )). We shall construct an adequate and
balanced machine M, s.t.
[C : lM(C ) # sd(6 )]=[C : gen(C ) # sd(6 )]=s(6 ).
On input of C # Struct(‘), M proceeds as follows:
1. If C is not a syntactically correct description of a
circuit then reject.
2. Guess an assignment to the input gates of C.
3. Evaluate C.
4. If C evaluates to 1 then accept else reject.
If C is not syntactically correct, lM(C)=0  sd(6). Otherwise, lM(C )= gen(C),
and we are done.
v Hardness of s(6 ) for BLeafP(sd(6 )). Let L # BLeafP(sd(6 )), i.e., L=[A :
lM(A) # sd(6 )] where M is an adequate and balanced NP Turing machine.
Consider the polynomial time machine M$ which on input A and n outputs
Bit(n, lM(A)).
Then, the machine M$A obtained from fixing A also computes the n th bit of
lM(A). By Lemma 4, there exists a projection reduction 9M$ which maps each A
to an equivalent circuit 9M$(A). Therefore 9M$ is a reduction from L to s(6 ).
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k>1: Suppose that sk(6 ) is complete for (BLeafP)k (6 ). From the case of
k=1, it follows that sk(s(6 ))=sk+1(6) is complete for (BLeafP)k (s(6 )) under
projection reductions. By Lemma 7, we can close s(6 ) on the right hand side under
POLYLOGTIME reductions, yielding (BLeafP)k (s(6 ))=(BLeafP)k+1 (6 ) from
the case of k=1. K
The result of (Borchert and Lozano, 1996) holds for k=1 and PTIME reduc-
tions. As outlined in Section 2.4, the size of the instance there is not represented by
the circuit, but by an explicit numerical value. Therefore, their succinctness model
corresponds to a PTIME bit reduction, where the output of the length restricting
machine is fixed, while in our model, the computation of the instance size is done
in the circuit. Since the length restricting machine by definition works in PTIME,
obtaining completeness under more restrictive reductions than PTIME many-one
reductions appears not to be possible in the style of (Borchert and Lozano, 1996).
In the rest of this section, we demonstrate an alternative proof of the upgrading
theorem which uses Theorem 3 but not the conversion lemma. However the conversion
lemma for monotone projection reductions cannot be derived from Theorem 3 in
this way.
For simplicity, we prove the uniterated version only.
Corollary 4 (Weaker Conversion Lemma). If APLT B then s(A)proj s(B).
Proof. APLT B implies BLeafP(A)BLeafP(B) by Lemma 7. By Theorem 3
we conclude that s(A)proj s(B). K
Lemma 8 proves our intuition that leaf languages are a more concise measure
than succinct representations.
Lemma 8. If long(C)D, then CBLeafP(D). Moreover, the converse implication
does not hold.
Proof. Let L # C, then long(L) # D. We show that L can be reduced to long(L)
by a polynomial time bit reduction. Let N be the length restricting machine which
on input A computes |long( |A| )|. M is the reduction machine which always
accepts. It is easy to check that both N and M are PTIME machines.
As for the converse implication, consider a counterexample based on the results
from (Hertrampf et al., 1993): Let D=REG be the regular languages, and let C be
PSPACE. Then long(PSPACE)  REG, but on the other hand BLeafP(REG)=
PSPACE by (Hertrampf et al., 1993). K
The lemma can be used to give an alternative proof of the upgrading theorem:
Corollary 5. Let C and D be complexity classes, s.t. long(C )D. If A is
D-hard under PLT-reductions then s(A) is C-hard under projection reductions.
Proof. Suppose that long(C )D, and let A be D-hard under POLYLOGTIME
reductions. By Lemma 8 it follows that CBLeafP(D). Let L # D, then LPLT A,
and therefore, we conclude with Lemma 7 that BLeafP(L)BLeafP(A), and
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that BLeafP(D)=L # D BLeafP(L)BLeafP(A). Therefore, CBLeafP(D)
BLeafP(A). Hence, by Theorem 3 s(A) is C-hard under projection reductions. K
6. COMPLETENESS UNDER MONOTONE PROJECTIONS
In this section, we show the announced completeness results under monotone
projection reductions. First, we prove our intuition that s(6 ) is not complete for
BLeafP(6 ) under monotone reductions:
Proposition 1. s(6 ) is not complete for BLeafP(6 ) under monotone projection
reductions.
Proof. Let 5 be a problem, s.t. 5monproj s(6 ) via a monotone reduction 8.
W.l.o.g. assume that 5 is a graph problem and (n, E) is a graph. Then (n, E) # 5 iff
8(n, E) # s(6 ). Let (n, F ) be an arbitrary other graph and consider (n, E _ F ). Since
8 is monotone, 8(n, E _ F ) is a circuit obtained from 8(n, E) by adding some
more gates on formerly undefined positions. Those new gates however cannot
change the meaning of the circuit, because by definition the output gate remains
fixed, and all gates on which the output gate depends were well-defined already
before.
Therefore, gen(8(n, E))= gen(8(n, E _ F )) and consequently (n, E) # 5 iff (n,
E _ F ) # 5. Since F was arbitrary, we conclude that 5 must be monotone, as must
be all problems, which are reducible to s(6 ) by monotone reductions. Since the
closure of s(6 ) under projection reductions equals BLeafP(6 )$P which contains
not only monotone problems, the result follows. K
Let us review why the completeness results did not work out for completeness
under monotone projection reductions:
1. In the proof of Lemma 4 we faced the problem that a monotone reduction
cannot translate the characteristic sequence of a relation into a sequence of constant
gates because such a translation involves checking if a tuple is not contained in the
relation; thus the reduction must contain negations.
2. In Proposition 1 we have proved that completeness under monotone
reductions indeed is impossible, because the meaning of a circuit once constructed
cannot be changed by simply adding new gates.
We can overcome those difficulties by introducing implicit circuits. Recall that in
Section 2.3 we have postulated that all gates except input gates are computed from
other gates. Implicit circuits, however, have a somewhat looser syntax: we allow
circuits with gates which receive their inputs from positions where no other gate is
explicitly situated. Those empty positions are assumed to compute the constant
zero function by default. In the context of standard circuit complexity this means
that the direct connection language contains references to undefined gates.
We immediately observe that the proof idea of Proposition 1 fails, because the
meaning of an implicit circuit can be changed by adding new gates on former empty
positions. In fact, it is now possible to project a relation into a circuit in the way
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described above. For this purpose we simply have to remove the following rule from
the proof of Lemma 4:
=((1, 0, s, fo+2) ) = cQ(s), s=(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sr).
Apparently, nothing changes, because not writing the rule still has the effect that
(1, 0, 2, fo+2) computes the constant 0 function. Since the above rule is the only
one which uses negation, we arrive with a monotone projection reduction. Thus,
both Lemma 6 and Theorem 3 hold for monotone projections, therefore both
conversion lemmas coincide and we obtain a strictly stronger version of Theorem 2
with the projection reductions replaced by monotone projection reductions. We
write i(6 ) to denote the implicit succinct version of 6.
Theorem 4. i(A) is complete for a class C under polynomial time reductions iff
i(A) is complete for C under monotone projection reductions.
Remark. We obtain the stronger completeness results at the cost of losing the
structural distinction between monotone projections and other projections. Thus,
the #monproj equivalence classes among problems of the form s(A) are smaller than for
i(A). Indeed, if we compare the usage of projections in Lemma 4 and in the Conversion
Lemma 5, we see that the monotone projection uses one circuit within another
circuit, while the general projection treats any structure in the same way.
For the formulation of the next corollary, we need a brief survey of generalized
quantifiers. Consider first order logic FOs({), and some problem 6Struct(?).
The logic Q+6 contains all formulas Q6 9, where 9 is a first order interpretation
of { into ? and A < Q6 9 iff 9(A) # 6. We say that a logic L captures a com-
plexity class C iff (1) for every problem 5 # C there exists a sentence , # L, s.t.
5=Mod(,), and (2) for every , # L, the problem Mod(,) is in C. Q+6 captures C
quantifier-free (projectively, monotone projectively) if its fragment based on quantifier-
free (projective, monotone projective) interpretations captures C.
(Borchert and Silvestri, 1996) have shown that the leaf language definable com-
plexity classes (i.e., the syntactic complexity classes) coincide with the complexity
classes which have a complete problem under polynomial time reductions and are
closed under polynomial time reductions. From Theorems 3 and 4 we immediately
obtain the following statement.
Corollary 6. Let C be a complexity class containing PTIME. Then the following
are equivalent:
1. C is a syntactic complexity class.
2. There exists a problem 6 such that C=BLeafP(6 ).
3. There exists a generalized quantifier Qi(X ) such that Q+i(X ) monotone projec-
tively captures C.
4. There exists a problem 6 such that the closure of i(6 ) under monotone
projection reductions equals C.
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Corollary 7. If Q+6 captures C quantifier-free, then Q
+
i(6 ) captures BLeaf
P(C)
projectively.
From Corollary 6, we can easily obtain concrete problems complete under
monotone projection reductions.
The problem IMPLICIT CIRCUIT SAT can be naturally defined as s(LNP),
with LNP=[(n, u) | U{<], and similarly IMPLICIT CIRCUIT VALUE with
LP=[(n, U) | max # U].
Corollary 8. IMPLICIT CIRCUIT SAT is NP complete under monotone
projection reductions. IMPLICIT CIRCUIT VALUE is PTIME complete under
monotone projection reductions.
Using the leaf string characterizations of (Bovet et al., 1992), one can show the
following results:
Corollary 9. The implicit version of 7k QUANTIFIED CIRCUIT SAT is 7Pk
complete under monotone projection reductions. Its succinct version is NEXP7
P
k&1
complete under monotone projection reductions.
In a similar way, complete problems for classes like PP, P, GapP, Modk P can
be obtained; PP for example is characterized by LPP=[(n, U 1) : |U |>n2].
Using the tower function
t(n, k)=22 } } } 2
n
k times
it is easy to give many more complexity characterizations. This is exemplified by the
following few corollaries pars pro toto:
Corollary 10. If 6 is NP-complete under POLYLOGTIME reductions, then
i k(6 ) is NTIME(t(n, k)) complete under monotone projection reductions.
Thus, for example i k(CIRCUIT SAT) is complete for k-NEXP=NTIME(t(n, k))
under monotone projection reductions.
Corollary 11. If 6 is LOGSPACE-complete under POLYLOGTIME reduc-
tions, then i k(6 ) is DSPACE(t(log n, k)) complete under monotone projection reductions.
Corollary 12. If 6 is 3pk complete under POLYLOGTIME reductions, then
i m(6 ) is DSPACE(t(log n, m))7
P
k&1 complete under monotone projection reductions.
Define ELEMENTARY as i>0 DTIME(t(n, i)), and let Q+i*(LP)=k>0 Q
+
i k(LP)
.
Since every level DTIME(t(n, i)) is contained in BLeafP(sk(LP)) for some k, we
obtain a characterization of ELEMENTARY:
Corollary 13.
1. 6 # Struct({) is an elementarily decidable problem iff there exists a k, s.t.
6monproj i
k(LP).
2. Q+i*(LP) captures ELEMENTARY.
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It follows that a class of structures is elementary decidable iff it is definable by
a sentence of the form Qik(LP) 9, where 9 is a monotone projection interpretation.
7. CONCLUSION
We have seen that quantifier-free formulas define a reasonable notion of uniformity
below DLOGTIME. The results obtained have been used to show that the succinct
representation technique matches the NP leaf language approach in a fortunate
manner. In particular, it was possible to find generic complete problems under very
weak logical reductions for all syntactic complexity classes. The notion of self-
delimiting strings has been very useful for developing a stable notion of succinct
representation.
Our completeness results are apparently very sharp because it seems hard to
construct circuits by successor-free projections, nor is there a reasonable
reducibility notion weaker than projection reductions which is based on Turing
machines.
A natural question to ask is if there is a similar correspondence between circuits
and NLOGSPACE leaf languages. This hardly seems to be achievable using our
method because a result in the style of Theorem 3 involves simulating LOGSPACE
machines by boolean circuits, thus raising the problem of NC1 versus LOGSPACE.
Moreover, it is not immediately clear if self-delimiting encodings can be used
because Lemma 7 does not hold for leaf languages of NLOGSPACE machines.
Another natural modification is to use boolean formulas instead of circuits for
succinct representation. Apparently, boolean formulas can hardly be used for Turing
machine simulations in the way we did here, because the evaluation of Boolean
formulas is ALOGTIME-complete. Still it is possible to obtain a conversion lemma
which concludes LOGSPACE reducibility from quantifier-free reducibility, and a
corresponding upgrading theorem (Veith, 1995b).
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